Agenda

- Linking video
- Discussion boards
- Assignments
- Grading assignments
- My Grades
Linking video

- Video must be linked in, not uploaded
- Web link to YouTube
- Panopto
Discussion boards

• Discussions can be useful!
• Adding points adds them to the Grade Center
Subscribing to discussions can make running your class easier.
Assignments

- Add your assignments with the tool!
- Adds to the Grade Center
- Consider allowing multiple attempts
Grading assignments

• Needs Graded allows you to organize grading
• Professors can’t see “my grades”
• Look at your class as a student
Next steps

• Practice! Request a development shell if needed
• Blackboard advanced has several options by topic
• Longer video trainings are available online at Wichita.edu/BbTraining
• Download or bookmark our Blackboard Instructor Guide and training pages from the same webpage
Thank you!